
SIGN SOLUTIONS LOOKBOOK



#WeLoveSigns  
Freedom to Innovate 
PHOTO CONTEST 

At Principal LED we thrive on 
innovation, whether it’s a new 
product or an original way to 
make our customers’ lives more 
simple. We recognize the art, 
ingenuity, and creativity of the 
sign industry by hosting an 
annual photo contest celebrating 
the industry’s innovation and 
originality. This Lookbook reflects 
how people are incorporating our 
products into their brands across 
the country. We are happy to be a 
part of helping your brand shine! 

Entrants for this contest consist 
of distributors and sign shops. 
After narrowing down the 
options to a few finalists, votes 
were taken online to select the 
top three winners who were 
given product credit and a trophy 
for their originality and execution. 

We hope you enjoy seeing how 
our products are used everyday 
in the field! 

Thank you for all you do!

Sincerely,
The P-LED Team  

First  
A.B.S. SIGNS CO., INC
STREET FIGHTER MIDDLEWEIGHT 

Second
UNIVERSAL SIGNS & SERVICE
QWIK MOD 3 GREEN

Third 
HARDMAN SIGNS
QWIK MOD 2 



First  
A.B.S. SIGNS CO., INC
STREET FIGHTER MIDDLEWEIGHT 

Second
UNIVERSAL SIGNS & SERVICE
QWIK MOD 3 GREEN

Third 
HARDMAN SIGNS
QWIK MOD 2 PRINCIPAL LED PRODUCT 

STREET FIGHTER MIDDLEWEIGHTS 
(M-SFMW2-70) 



Runaway 
We researched many LED products and felt that the quality and brightness of 
the Principal brand LED’s were best suited for this project. As you can see, it 
came out very nice and the customer was very happy with this sign! This job 
was supposed to simulate neon, and I wanted a smooth even glow (like neon), 
so we tried a few diffuser films to even out, but not dim the light. We chose 
Principal LED for their brightness and excellent power usage. We have been 
using it for many years with excellent results.

- Randy Hentges, A.B.S. Signs Co., Inc. 

“
creativity 

with





Glowing Green
P-LED’s customer service was very helpful in helping calculate the proper 
amount of LEDs and setting up the remote power supplies located 40 feet away 
from the sign. Universal Signs is fully outfitted with Principal’s LEDs on all signs. 
It was an absolute pleasure working with our distributor represenative Jonah 
from Tubelite. The P-LED staff really had his back from beginning to end.” 
 
- Izak Gonzalez, Universal Signs & Service 

“



PRINCIPAL LED PRODUCT 
QWIK MOD 3 GREEN
(M-QMTX0-GR) 



PRINCIPAL LED PRODUCT 
QWIK MOD 2
(M-QM-DX0-71) 



Veteran Memorial Shines
The Montgomery County Veterans’ sign is one of the coolest signs I have seen 
come out of this shop. The sign is hand painted to look like Travertine tile. This shop 
does a lot of high end custom signs. They are a 100% lit by P-LED products.” 

- Jay Novak, Hardman Signs

“



Racing RGB
We researched many suppliers of LED lighting and found P-LED to have the best 
products at a very fair price point and replacement parts available from a warehouse 
located in the United States.” 

-Thomas Thiede, Showcase Studios

“
PRINCIPAL LED PRODUCT 
RGB LIGHT TAPE 
(M-LTYD3-3C) 



This sign was the largest sign we'd ever built at 24'x41' and 110' up on the side of a 
factory. We chose Principal because of our experience with them in the past and 
their availability through our supplier, Wensco. We would recommend Principal LED 
to others. We used to use a competitor of P-LED’s but got tired of bad power supplies 
and their marginal customer service.” 

-Alan Hubbard, Pro Image Design 

Big jobs call for  P-LED

PRINCIPAL LED PRODUCT 
STREET FIGHTER
(M-SFSX3-70)
120W POWER SUPPLIES
(P-OH120-12-PL) 

“



Have a testimonial?
Submit your testimonial at 

P-LED.com/testimonials
#WeLoveSigns #FreedomToInnovate

P-LED.com

(325) 227-4577

3490 Venture Drive, San Angelo, Texas 76905

info@p-led.com


